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0.0 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
0.0 INTRODUCTION 
‘ Society evolves continuously. In the 
0.1 Personal Design Past’ architects have always built 
Dhiprtivf^c： Shelters to protect human being 
wujeouvub from its potential danger and since 
the first day, the most prominent 
one has always been Nature -
through rain, cold or wild animals. 
However, since a few decades, 
nature is no longer the only 
important motivation for our 
production of architecture, but that 
the "product of human" is far more 
prominent -through technological 
development, massive 
materialization by concrete, steel, 
brick……It is like a new nature~a 
second nature that is now actively 
constituting our environment. 
So, is architecture immune to this 
profound process of evolution, 
mutation and distortion? 
We should develop programs 
reacting to the sensory deprivation, 
so characteristic in the 
contemporary city, accepting the 
chaotic character of it and 
superimposing architectural 
intervention that can enrich the 
urban field. This is an architecture 
that should not try to destroy the 
urban history, but to see it as a 
substrata, as a skin in which the 
archite6tural work would fluctuate. It 
should focus on programs to make 
interventions within the skin of the 
Hong Kong body that penetrate the 
lines of the city and confront the 
lives of the people. 
Computer generated contour map 
defining the building envelopes 
based on the substrata 
(image from GA Document Extra 02. 
A.D.A. EDiTA Tokyo Co., Ltd. 1995) 
i n t r o d u c t i o n 
to develop an 
system can 
redevelop the _ 
blocks in Hongkong, and help to 
fulfill the modern needs of the 
people while creating minimum 
nuisance. The resulting product I ^ ^ ^ X ^ ^ e B p e i \ 
will be the process of H ^ B R “ \ 
transformation as well as the - - \ . 
final product. It will be a , ^ 
superimposition of a 2"。 
network upon the old fabric in T B B ^ ^ ^ R S ^ ' 
such a way that would create | . " • i fcf f f '^"" 
transparent interaction among 、^ 
them. The network contains 
Go 门门 ectors are J ^ ^ ^ K K m ^ ^ ^ m B ^ S S ^ ^ K • 1 
established between the new . 磁 " ‘ -i 
and the old. The chaotic and ^ 驚 ^ .：• 
vigorous characteristics of a city 攀 ； , ； 
is expressed through this L , - ^ - ^ . f ^ ^KKKKt W ^ ^ ^ J j l ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S S l t 
intervention in an orderly way. ：' ^  
0.2.2 Description of Clients ffT； 一 U i s i l ^ ^ M 
The Land , 、； 
Development Corporation. The 
whole project is perceived as a . : 
the ‘ , I ^ ^ ^ H ^ H j ^ j l * ‘： ： 
the Hongkong ;；»>/ X j ：書 ; 
The 
to be 
a program can 
maximize the possibilities of the C o n c e p t u a l m o d S o T i n g m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ 
a p p l i c a t i o n o f m e c h a n i c a l superimposition of a new layer above the 
丄 • . • , ,. existing fabric 
technology in human dwelling 
and social interaction. Because 
of its implied value in 
redevelopment project, the 
research funding is provided by 
the Land Development 
Corporation. The final 
research program would be ^ f ^ ® " … 
tendered out for research- S C S S l S t ^ i S k h ^ ^ K .、. 
oriented engineering firm for V ^ S h ' ^ ^ E B ^ 
continue studying and 8 B B : 
visualization of the project. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w f e ^ W ^ ^ a — 
•.2.3 = i 。 n Of Site and 、 ^ ^ 霸 
The hypothetical site is Sham |JT K 
reclaimed land formed under " ^ f f l S U 
large scale reclamation works S M ^ O B f e l S ^ ^ ^ -
launched between 1945 and ftMBBl^^^^MB?^^^ 
1967, due to the large number 1 W ^ j f f F V ^ W I f 厂 “ 一 _ 
of immigrants from China and 啦 H f ^ H O l ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the local rapid population A Q H H ^ B ^ H l ^ B m S ' " ^ ' ^ 
growth. As most of the buildings - j ^ ^ J M ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ g j j f ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
are pre-war tenements in poor 
condition, so it facilitates the ^ ~ ^ ^ 
possibility of urban renewal and view of Apiiu street 
prototype development. 
i n t r o d u c t i o n 
Alternative for urban renewal system 
謹 
1.0 P R O J E C T A N A L Y S I S 
1.0 PROJECT ANALYSIS 
1 . 1 S u _ A n a l y s i s ^ ^ ！ ^ ^ ^ ！ ^ - 纟 ‘ ^ ^ ^ 二 、 。 
1.1.1 Brief Format ion m S ^ 、 、 
取 、 ： 、 : ^ ^ 、 
Hong Kong is famous for its f ^ 'HMl V | 广‘如 二 , 
commercial, financial and V F \ ' ' 1「取 
tourist industry in the world. ^ S ^ ^ -
However, she is also featured H R . ！ > VNX W 
by the highly congested and ^ ^ . ^ v ^ P'* . 
badly-conditioned living < 一、 ^^PPW^^^ ;、： 二 
environment. It is therefore rf . 一 、 可 、 N w 丨^^ifetf"麗释,. ‘ 
important to make it a better f p B 騰 ^！^-一 ’： 、 -j 
place for living and working by : ‘ - 、 • 、 V < 
allowing such areas to become ^ H ^ j f 、 、 、 ？ ” f T ^ ^ ^ 、 ^ P l ' B j j ^ ^ E f f ' i x v.-;.、： ' . u 
redevelopment is mainly carried . ’ 
out by Land Development ” ^ ‘、. isi l^^^i^^AS^V-
Corporation， but the process is ‘ - \ . 似 ^ 
extremely slow due to the 
difficulties in acquiring land 
from the existing residents. One 
the reasons that they 
to be able to stay 
the same after they 
But 
very to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
For the developers 
who are to develop 
or towers a 
the a 
street block like the current 
s i t u a t i o n . redevelopment of the old district 
{ 、 M ^ T T T v n ( / U H l l ^ ^ ^ b - The derive of Space Redeveloper is 
‘ l U ? J r M ’ \ C to provide a gradual process for 
: / / / \ f ^ l «. redevelopment with minimal 
1) • A ! nuisances created for the residents. It 
/ I / ] Jj ！ 1 can also help to provide the 
l y L A insufficiency of the society and 
观、(^ upgrade the living quality of people, 
f C ) ^ for instance, the new provision of 
‘ V T f \ elevator for people living in the old 
t 11 yL \ \ tenement building. It is designed as a 
• I V / / • system of options for the owner to 
/ ) / / f / / select within the envelop, so it is 
f / 丫 composed differently upon different 
/ J( C \ s i t u a t i o n s . The society is perceived as 
/ a human body, the maintenance of 
( V ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ the health of the body would become 
^ C ^ : . ^ ^ a W J the subject matter. 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
Future System believes that 
borrowing technology developed from 
structures designed to travel across 
land, water, air or vacuum can help to 
m u m m ^ ^ p ^ ^ l energy to the spirit 
1.1.2 Precedents I ^ S B f f l H B ^ B archite巧m by introducing a new 
Fig. 3.4 Fuller's mechanical wing generation of buildings which are 
In 1040 Fuller dP«;inned the (dwg. From McHak, John. r. Buckminister efficient, versatile and exciting. 
I? 1 y 4 U , P U l e r d e s i g n e e t n e Fuller. George Braziller (New York). 1962.) 
職 二 = 二 二 R -
^ a i ^ S ^ ^ b e towed - 丄 — — — a t ^ h ^ r e e d o . of the 
「emote tent or cabin. architecture should be created for the 
、 ^ i n d i v i d u a l and that any restrictions 
in the early twentieth century. 叩 f e d by the group are artificial and 
Le C o r b u L r was involved with B B - I ^ ^ ^ l f ^ T ! 
the automobile and airplane ‘ 1990, interventions are 
company in the design of made into ex.s .ng city structures that 
factorv-built houses Provide new, alternative spaces for 
factory houses. ^ ；^^^ overtly break with 
Water Gropius believed that the tradition of the city form. 
= = = S e 「 - ‘ . The c o n s t 二 Of Hong Kong,s 
utilizing industrialized process. 鄉 、 、 丨 , 一 airport in Chek Lap Kok involves 
He was involved with Konrad | 醣 編 爾 j l ^ S j l 卑 — 、 L P r e f ^ i c 二 on of specially-
Wachsmann in an effort to H B P ^ H B I S y ^ ^ des?r^ e〒 building machines which 
manufacture a prefabricated T f f l ；f n fulfill the unique function involved, 
paneled house by the General - ^ ^ f - ^ ^ m M Provide precedents on the 
= O f California J j ^ j g ^ f l (。「 
TL • L. Fig. 3.7 Walking City "" 
The Archigram group was 
formed in late 1960 by a group 
of recently graduated students 广。^  - v.v , - : 
as a reaction to the boredom 尸 ^ ^ 
and obviousness of post-war / I f ^ _ |\ 
English office blocks and local •〉：喊 
authority housing. The first y 'S^ . 
project was a series of ideas — , . ' ^ 
around the concept of plug-in ^ “ 
architecture, beginning with the \ I / 
cabin housing of 1962, which \ j / 
placed removable house / 
elements into a concrete ^ ^ , , •、 
megastructure, and culminating ^ ^ IL J J ^ • ^ T ， 
with plug-in city of 1964. In 、 / fcjfrl^^ 
p l u g - i n c i t y , a l l t h e e l e m e n t s Fig. 3.8 Projcci OOl Cabin 380 by Future System ^ S j ' ^ ^ ^ S t ^ ^ M B j 
t h a t m a k e a b u i l d i n g w o r k w e r e (Owg. From Pawley, Martin. Future System - The I ^ ^ i 、 戈 ； ^ 怎 
e x p r e s s e d i n t h e i r f u l l �f Tomorrow. Phaidon Press Limited 
recognizable shape and 隱） ^ . 丨 妙 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
c e l e b r a t e d a s k i n e t i c Each module is hoisted by a supcrlili 
c o m p o n e n t s t h a t a d d e d t o t h e ^ m ! ^ 〜 〜 沾 c r a n e from a 24mx 36m frame. The 
^ i , . 1 - . - • 乂 : m o d u l e s weigh between 43 tonnes and 
movement and interest of the ^ ^ 齊 i 3 6 tonnes. 
(Information from Airport Authority Hong Kong. News. 
Another project-walking city, May 脳.） 
created by Ron herron in 1964, ^ ^ f ^ B ^ K ^ ^ ^ H 
emerged in pictorial form only a 
as an impressive collaged 
image of a giant buildings with V -「::..纏 
robotic characteristics strolling 巧. "，—‘''， 
the world on telescopic legs. 
• ^ s B 
Fig.3.9 Zagreb free zone by Lebbeus Woods Multi-wheel trailers thai deliver roof modules from 
(Photo, from Architectural Monographs No 22. assembly area to the terminal building site. 
Academy Editions/ SL Martin's Press. 1992.) 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
1.1.3 Forms and Typologies 、| 
Apart from the historic " " " " " i 
precedents, The large 
mechanical handling . x T T T P f f i T M ^ ‘ i ^ ^ w M M l l l i ^ ^ ^ l i 
devices of the Kwai | 
Chung container I 
terminal can also be an W ^ ^ J j B B S K I l ^ ^ w H ^ B l Z I 
important reference in ^ S g f f g m J 響 
terms of form and scale. It ^ S S S m s m ^ S S ^ S B K b H K K f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
is the world's busiest 鳳 1 
container port, handled ^ n ^ ^ T j i l i S L ^ i i ^ S M t ^ ^ I 
about 12.6 million 20 foot M I , - " V ^ 
equivalent units(TEUs) in ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ M F ^ S U ^ W y ^ ^ ^ S H - : 省 
management of the large - I p 
scale containers can - : 二 ， M l 
provide examples of M ^ ^ M ^ B M H I ^ B B & ' ^ ^ ^ i ^ : . : ' W E f e f ^ f^ 
building scale machines. • M ^ ^ B y M ^ ^ ^ b a ^ ^ ^ ^ B l ^ r - W m i 
^ B L J m i i J i i j O i l j J 
Mechanical handling device of Kwai Chung 
n . , .. , , Gontai门er丁ermi门3l 
Besides, thousands of 
mechanical units are actually 
operating among the world 
everyday, but their usage is 
usually limited to certain 
specific areas in which no 
attention from the public is 
arose. One of the objectives of 
this project is to transform the 
units for enriching our society in 
terms of social and cultural 一 >7v 
parking platform ' 
workplatform tunnel paver 
scissors lift bridge inspection equipment special tunnel form 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
c ^ 
1.2 Client / Users Analysis Fund 
1.2.1 Functional Department of Mechanical ” J " 
Relationship < — — * ^ Ivan Chui 
Engineering of Poly U. | 
The financial support of the 
project is solely by the Land 「 
Development Corporation, 
As the final research program is i 
about an urban system, so it I p r O g r O f T I 
would contain a number of ‘ i i 
different trades. They would be I 丄 
tendered out to specialists for • ‘ • • • T . T 
further development. | Signage | Mechanical I Structure Building 
‘ Device ‘ * Services 
1.2.2 Social Pattern and 
Activities 
The potential users can be Schedule of Activities 
revealed from the content of the 
proposed project. As the Primary Users: Daily Living 
proposed project would involve 
the redevelopment of old Community servicing 
residential district. The users 
can be categorized into 2 Leisure walking 
groups—the primary users 
(everyday users) and the Selling of different products by hawkers and shops 
secondary users.(occasional 
users) The primary users Secondary Users: By-passing to other places 
ranged from the residents, shop 
owners/keepers, and hawkers; Buying different products from hawkers and shops 
and the secondary users are 
the passing-by, the customers 亡‘内 ^ ^^ 
of the shops and hawker, the Eatmg and drinking 
tourist and the delivery workers. Leisure walking 
Tourist cruising 
Visit the Chinese Temple 
Loading and Unloading products 
1.2.3 Schedule of 
Accommodation 
Schedule of Accommodation 
(As the proposed system is a prototype, and the sett ing is work ing together f rom one street blocks to another, the unit for the fol lowing 
figure is assumed to be one street block) 
Description Gross Floor Area (sq.m) Remarks 
Residential 40,000 sq.m Figure based on the proposal of a redevelopment project 
(Max.) from LDC at the adjacent site. 
Retail 5,000 sq.m Figure based on the proposal of a redevelopment project 
from LDC at the adjacent site. 
Community Space 500 sq.m Figure based on the proposal of a redevelopment project 
from LDC at the adjacent site. 
Open Space 6,000sq.m Figure based on the standard provision of open space 
from Planning Department. 
Chinese Temple 300 sq.m The current temple will be preserved and the area is kept 
the same. 
Car Parking 1875 sq.m, Figure based on the standard provision of parking space 
from Planning Department. 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
1.3 Site / Context Analysis 
_ 
Sham Shui Po is a piece of Large stock of typical tenement house 
reclaimed land, formed under lot and its derivatives exists at the 
large scale reclamation works district and the urban block shares the 
^ ^ launched between 1945 and same dimension of 40m x 100m 
1967. The land use is mainly throughout the district, so it facilitates 
residential with ground floor level the redevelopment of prototype. 
^ being retail and workshop. Most 
^ ^ of the buildings are pre-war 
^ ^ y ^ ^ J f ^ tenements in poor condition. 
^ ^ j p P ^ w P Being an old area, a lot of 
^ ^ ^ ^ i J ^ g K ^ adaptations and changes by the 
• b f j ^ Q H P occupants is accumulated. This 
gives the district a rugged 
fc^ texture. Within such interventions 
lies the expression 
of individuals' way of living and 
thinking. 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
1.3.2 Ground Condition K ^ B B ^ 
Open Space 一 
In the older residential area 
around Nam Cheong, there is a 
perceived chronic shortage of B j ^ f f P I I H I g Q I ^ 
local open space. Although the S B S S ' l r B I B m S L 
public housing estates within B l M f l ^ k . 
the district are generally well 
catered for in terms of G/IC " ^ ^ H E J I B H l H ^ R k 
facilities and open space, this is ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j l H ^ H ^ B R . 
not felt the case for the areas of 
older private residential 
development. In addition, the 
District Office reported a need 
for for the elderly ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ B ^ B ^ H 
the high proportion of old I H I I ^ I H H H M I ^ ^ I 
p e o p l e in t h e d i s t r i c t . Continuous facade taking up every lot 
The new scheme can provide 
an additional layer of open 
space and public facilities 
above the original fabric, the 
demand of open space can be 
met without the removal of the 
existing buildings. 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
1 .3 .3 二 i 。 n 
二 he B ^ ^ e ^ M g , y ^ m a 
s i i 眉 E f f l S H i ^ ^ n r. I H B I 
= 二 = = 〗 邮 i i L k i B u J M g a i m m i 
and the electronic shops over ；:: ；--s^l ！ ] 口丨？：^丨. 
there. Yen Chow St. And Kwelin Diagram showing the traffic flow of the district ‘ ~ ’ ‘ ’ — ^ 
St. have a fairly heavy f low due 
to the street markets. 
The proposed system can u j u u y ~~ li l j l j u | | u u - i a u f 
provide a secondary • • 麵 J 
t ransportat ion network above | 
the original fabric. The new n r i n n n n f r [I n n n n n n l j 
p t e m is basical ly a public f = ^ u u u u fl | f = , • f, , ^ m ,, u , . ] 
layer contains public open • J 
space and communi ty services | 扇 • 
centres. '1 r丨 i n n n n l l U n n a f n IJ [ J r r n r r Ij 
Vertical connectors are | ] 丨 [ j … … j [I 』 … u — t | n - j 
establ ished in every street p H m — 
blocks to enhance the JJ LL r n n n n 口 ri r! [I 彳-rt 门 n n j rr ^ -. n | 
funct ioning of the new system. ； 、么. • 
Public vertical connectors are |l [I - - J u u u “ u 'a 
located at the originally public 卜 誦 • • 
area like smal l plaza and : = j [I || ^^  r ^ n n,-
private vert ical accesses are at 丨 一 ’ ‘ 
the original entrance of the ^ e n a 
exist ing bui ldings. 翼 Pubii： Vs t^ic i^ Conn-ctor 
]""”f Private Vertical Connector 
Diagram showing the vertical access to the 
Schematic drawing showing the provision new layer 
of the new network 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
1.3.4 Zoning and Codes 
Outline Zoning Plan Height Restriction 
The site area is covered by The captioned area is under the is viable to discuss with Building 
Outline Zoning Plan S/K5/6. effective area of Airport Height Authority on certain regulations based 
The vast majority of the area is Restrictions, and the height is on specific situation, 
zoned either R(A) or I, for restricted to 51m Pd now. 
industry. Very little open space However, after the removal of the The experimental content of the 
is zoned on the OZP other than Kai Tak Airport, the height limit proposed system recalls the 
that already existing, reflecting would be released. fundamentals of the principles of the 
the difficulty in introducing open regulations, 
space to existing built-up area. The height of the proposed x 
system varies with different \ 
The proposed system provides existing buildings, The effective / \ 
additional residential units to height is about 15m above the / y V v / ！、、、 
the area. Open space and existing roofs. y V / h ^ / A 1 > 
community facilities are M / y ^ ^ ^ , ‘ Z 
provided as well to give support Y J / X j V X i 
for the existing and additional Other Building Control t 
dwellings' The Building Ordinance and its 'X(y^^ s 
subsidiary regulations from the A s / ^ Y 
Plot Ratio Building Authority control the J ^ 
design and construction of the / y J k 
The current Plot Ratio is 6.8 new building. However the main <[ ^ ^ / V 
and the newly proposed one objective of the 已uilding X / ' / / 
from the Land Development Ordinance is provide for planning, ^ ^ \ / y V 
Corporation is 10. design and construction of ^ ^ \ ^ 
buildings and associated works, j ^ 
The Plot Ratio of the proposed and to make provision for ^ ^ T 
system would be 10，so that the rendering safe of dangerous ^ ^ ^ 
property value can be increased buildings and land, and finally, to N ^ 
for the attraction of investment. make provision for matters 
c o n n e c t e d t h e r e w i t h . T h e r e f o r e it Diagram showing the permissible increase in 
volume of the existing block with PR: 10 
Outiine Zoning Plan of _ 【 . 一 _•、 - • 一 — 、 -
Cheung Sha Wan District 
p r o j e c t a n a l y s i s 
Alternative for urban renewal system 
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• I I 11 1 I i " T T T T T I 
modular j ^ H 
housing I 1 || fl^^B j h 
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j ^ H j p ^ integration ^ I ^ 
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irr)： ./inn ^ n n ‘ 
for public layer 1 V f ^ . H f / H n R H 
W 
m i l l H i l l m i l l 1 1 • 丨 • • I • • 
p u b l i c l a y e r j j l ^ 
S 5 
$ ^ 9 6 D E C E M B E R • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
M i ' W i n H W ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
p r o c e s s 
light pattern from reflective 
surface on a dark: street 
急 _ 
diagram showing the cloud - 一 一. • 二 、 、 , ^ 
effect on the existing 乂 ： ‘ ‘ ' . 二 ‘ 
environment V• • 
I 圓 丨 • • 
n 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 • 
artificial 
cloud 
• • • _ • • • • • • • • • • 
r ^ m i 
1 : 3 : , i t 鑭 
-MMBfm 
p r o c e s s 
^ H t 玲 i 
I ^ H ^ H I H H I t o b e • • • mm iTIiiii I • I I 
g S Wm 
mmm^^m^^m^^m^^m^^rn^^^ ^ ^^、\.：罵 97 JANUARY 
process 
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3.0 C U R R E N T P R O J E C T 
3.0 CURRENT PROJECT 
Diagram showing the structural ___ 
system of the proposed scheme •. 
Z cantilevered parts 
The exact method is based on the balanced each other 
assessment of structural engineer on new buildings supported by each other 
the actual situation. reinforcement- on { ； 乙 
exi-sting building . ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ 
if necessary 一 , > ^ 
lateral support by 
‘ ~ existing building ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
H b i f l U 
I I foundation by caisaon I | 
！ I 丨丨 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Diagram showing the services ： 二 ‘ ； ！ 
allocation of the proposed scheme | p j j 、 
All the buildings in a street block is • ^ , T T 
considered as 1 system, and the I c e n t r a l 
central lane would become the core I s e r v i c e s 
of the system. . U c o r e 
ipqlllili 丨 l i l i h l 
I I I I I I — r r ~ r r V . • ‘ ‘ ‘ •« • 
_ 1 0 % _ _ 、 10%、10%、 10%、 1 0 V _ 
_ 
c u r r e n t p r o j e c t 
Z Z Residential Units 
Bubble Diagram showing the Z j services core 
volumetric and spatial relationship Z / A I 
between different components. / / / \ f 1 / / X j 
i ^ P ： ： 
Bubble Diagram showing the 
volumetric relationship with the 
surrounding setting. 八 
等 
c u r r e n t p r o j e c t 
— I t W ^ ’ 
Diagram showing the fire escape I M 
stair provision of the proposed f J J N 
scheme [[[ _ | | | . | 
II ⑩ IN M 
M i 
一 F I R E E S C A P E S T A I R P R O V I S I O N 
Direct Distance .: 15m ^ max. 15m) 
Travel Distance : 12m (max. 30m) 
Sum of Direct Distance : 27m (max. 36m) 
and Travel Distance 
Diagram showing the foundation 
strategy of the initializing machine 11 H 
Slurry for narrow site foundation 
_ 
c u r r e n t p r o j e c t 
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I N T R O D U C T T O J I 
0.0 INTRODUCTION r e d e V e 1 二 
P o i n t o f d e p a r t u r e 
Society evolves continuously. In the past 
architects have always built shelters to 
protect human being from its potential 
danger and since the first day, the most ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
prominent one has always been Nature -
through rain, cold or wild animals ^ ^ " M g ^ 
HoN^ever, since a few decades, nature is ^ M ^ M H 
no longer he only important motivation for S ^ o B g ^ 
our production architecture, but that the I H H M K 
P r o ^ t of human" is far more prominent 
- t r o u g h technological development ^ M ^ H S S l 
massive materialization by concrete steel' m m ^ ^ M M l 
brick and so on. It is more like a new B ^ ^ ^ j M 
nature, a Second Nature that is now ^ S B S m ^ M 
.act ively constituting our environment. 
Is architecture immune to the profound w S S t ^ ^ 
二 : n ? 。 f e 她 一 mutation and 
should develop programs reacting to B ^ ^ ^ S t 
sensory deprivation so characteristic in 
t h e c o n t e m p o r a r y c i ty , a c c e p t i n g t h e H H ^ H ® 
chaotic character of it but superimposing 
a?itectu「al interventions that enrich the 
urban field. An architecture that should not 
try to repair the urban structure but to see 
= t = = ， k in Wh ich t h e o ^ l n T t . ； ^ 
architectural work will fluctuate. It should /////. Schirmer's 
rocus on programs to make interventions v i s_e 
within the skin of the Hongkong body that Bibiiothek.1993) 
『netrate the lines of the city and confront 
Its virus with an antimatter. 
D e s c r i p t i o n o f P r o j e c t 
l ^ t 二 二 t o t r a n s . o r . . e o . u . a n . . n o 
be perceived as an interactive machine 二 c h r e s = = f。啡.八 Space Developer can 
form, thus, it would be the construction changing its 
S i t e • 
= 二 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ 广 . S h a . Shul Po IS a piece of reclaimed land 
large number of i m m S n t s t m C^^ the ' ra： d k 簡 贿 ’ due to the 
mainly residential with ground floor t e二 二 a r e L = 。 二 ， 门 9晴 t h . The land use is 
pre-war tenements in poor condition ^ 丨丨 _ wo「kshop. Most of the buildings are 
= 二 二 ; S 二 二 = 二 二 = C e o n g St.. Ap„u St. and the Pei 
possibility of prototype development ^ d at the same district and it facilitates the 
( S T I N G S T A T E 
. 1 . 0 E X I S T I N G S T A T E T e d e v e l 口。p e 
1.1 Backg round 
A p p l i c a t i o n o f M a c h i n e s i n 
H o n g K o n g 
The use of technology in our daily life is no longer a 
dream. The widespread use of machines like robots in 
our society is increasing by geometric rates and will 
continue to increase in future. 
The advantages of applying machinery are : 
• increase productivity 
• increase quality 
• remove repetitive, boring and disguising work 
• multishift operation 
參 reduce personal injuries and increase personal 
safety 
參 increase worker's morale 
• reduce production cost in long term 
• flexibility 
The disadvantages are: 
• High investment cost 
• Risk of human at t i tudepeople must have the 
desire to innovative 
Hong Kong, as one of the proficient commercial 
centers in the world, is well-known for its high 
efficiency and economic-oriented. As the living 
standards increases, the quality of life is upgrading 
gradually. This characteristics are well-fit with the 
advantages of applying machinery in the society. 
Especially when referring to the building industry, as 
the 丨and cost takes up a tremendous amount of'the 
development cost, even the high capital cost of 
machine investment would be considered viable. 
P H Y S I C A L C O N D I T I O N S 
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1.2 Physical Condit ions 
1.2.1 Site Jus t i f i ca t ion 1.2.2 His tor ica l S ign i f i cance and 
Pro jec t ion 
參 L_3rge stock of typical tenement house lot 
and its derivatives, which facilitates am Shui Po is a piece of reclaimed land, 
redevelopment of prototype. formed under large scale reclamation works 
launched between 1945 and 1967, due to the 
• The whole district would properly undergo large number of immigrants from China and the 
redevelopment because of the release of 「叩丨d population growth. The land use is mainly 
height limit after the relocation of the residential with ground floor level being retail 
airport. The height of the buildings in the and workshop. Most of the buildings are pre-
district are restricted to a maximum of war tenements in poor condition. 
45.73m p.d., that is about 15 stories, but 
after the relocation of the airport, building The high density context of H.K. gave birth to a 
height would properly increase. vanety of patterns of intense adaptation and 
change of the original buildings in direct 
• The old tenement houses of the district response to the occupants’ needs. The 
were built from 1940s to 1960s. Buildings interventions are of diverse type and 
erected from 1970s are most commonly permanence; from temporary shading canopy 
found. The building condition of the district and hanged laundry, through insertion of air-
are generally bad and is in need for conditioning unit, planter, to the erection of the 
redevelopment. quasi-permanent cage type addition. 
P H Y S I C A L C O N D I T I O N S “ 
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1.2.3 Context 
Pattern Urban Block 
Being an old area, a lot of adaptations and Rectangular plots of 40m x 100m were formed 
changes by the occupants is accumulated. This from division of the area by secondary access 
gives the district a mgged texture. Wh in such roads. Each block is further subdivided by 
inten/entions lies the expression of individuals' access lanes. All the building blocks oriented in 
way of livmg and thinking. such a way that the front faces the road while 
the back faces the access lane. The position of 
the lane is determined by the depth of the 
Open Space tenement house. Generally, it is on the centre 
line of the block along its length. Various 
In the older residential area around Nam compositions are resulted. 
Cheong, there is a perceived chronic shortage 
of local open space. Although the public 
housing estates within the district are generally Block Morphology 
well catered for in terms of G/IC facilities and 
open space, this is not felt the case for the Generally, each block is composed of modules 
areas of older private residential development. of the old tenement house. As some of them 
In addition, the District Office reported a need are replaced by new development. Many 
for facilities for the elderly give门 the high variations in height and elevation are resulted, 
proportion of old people in the district. They range from 3.4,6,8 and 13 to 16 stories, 
while the 6 and the 13 ones are most common•’ 
The buildings cantilever over the pavement in 
some cases. This led to the indentation of the 
edges of these building block which is regulated 
by the pavement and building lines. Typical 
corner of the building blocks is one with a round 
edge, with occasional variation. 
l i 
Fig. 1.1 Rugged texture o f the district 
(Photo, from The Hong Kong Government, The Shape of 
Things to come. 1995. p.22) 
P H Y S I C A L C O N D I T I O N S —— 
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No 丨 se Age 
. . . , . , (Data based on Land Development Corporation Studies on 
A m b i e n t no ise leve ls in S h a m Shui Po are v e r y Urban Development Opportunities for Sham Shui Po) 
high and sources include traffic noise and 
noise from over-flying aircraft. The problem of The age structure of Sham Shui Po is skewed 
aircraft noise is anticipated to be resolved once towards the older age range, wit some 13 7 % of 
the airport is relocated to Chek Lap Kok. the population being aged' 60 years or over 
although the present noise problems are compared to 11.5 % for the Territory as a whole 
expected to be exacerbated in the two years The proportion of the population in the 0-19 
prior to Kai Tak Airport's closure, say 1995 and years age range is low, at 25.7 % compared to 
1996 when the frequency of flights is expected 31.42 % for the territory. The 20-49 years age 
to increase significantly. range is however, higher than in the Territory at 
48.9 % compared to 47.5 %. reflecting the 
The gnd-iron street pattern gives a very high concentration of employment opportunities in 
penetration of road space into resident areas. the area. 
The resultant noise could be minimized 
through creation of environmental areas 
whereby traffic does not enter residential 
areas, and also by means of 
pedestrlanisation and partial street 
讓 
Figure and Ground drawing o f the district 
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Air Quality 
Base on the "Environment Hong Kong 1989" 
produced by Environment Protection 
Department. Sham Shui Po, air quality 
objectives were exceeded for total 
suspended particulate and respirable 
suspended particulates. Analysis by EPD 
suggests that these pollutants are most likely Land Use 
to originate from diesel vehicles and stationary 
二 i l ^ e presence of workshops in res.en.ia, t . ： 7 ： ^ ' Z ' ： ^ ： ； ： ^ ^ ' ' ^ ： ^ 
markets can be found along most of the 
^ . products within the district. 
Legend 
J H H I C L O T H I N G S H O P S 
E L E C T R O N I C 
L I I I L P R O D U C T S H O P 
G A R M E N T 
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^ ^ F O O D S T A L L S 
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Vehicular Traffic Pedestrian Traffic 
^he road system follows the axis along West The Pedestrian flow is heaviest at Cheung Sha 
Kowloon Corridor, with Cheung Sha Wan Road Wan Rd. and Apliu St. because of the 
Lai Chi Kok Road being the main trunk attraction of the clothing shops and the 
J^oads. Public transport includes the Mass electronic shops over there. Yen Chow St And 
Transit Railway, Bus, Mini 已us and Taxi can all Kwelin St. have a fairly heavy flow due to the 
access the district easily. street markets. 
Pedestrian traffic 
」 .丨—_ J- r i I - , 二 - 一 I ~ ~ ~ 
ffl_ " i E K B 1 B H B l 
• r s c S S s s r a ^ : ^ ™ ^ ’ 
SB s f f i ^ a E i ] i 丨,1 a o a e 
^ 'y 扁 … s u J a f f l B B i a a f f i j - 1 
Vehicular traffic 
L r . - f f ^ 巧 c ：！：^：：^：！^一： . . ： ] 二 - - 巧 ; 
_ i s i . 、 i i E ^ • 
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Bu i l d i ng T y p o l o g y r e d e v e 丨 O P e r 
(•dapted from Lawrence Mak, The Hyper^emity Block, 
M-Arch Thesis Report. H.K.University. 1996) 
Verandah Type (1920-): 
Derived from the Chinese town lot shop house. 
generally 3 -4 storey high, roof over pavement 
forming arcades. 
Cantilevered Type (1950-1960): 
fundings developed out of the old tenement 
house plan with circulation at the back 
Generally occur in even numbers. 
纖 ff . 
瞧 _ i w 
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Regular Massive Type (1970-): 
Multiple bays forming a rectangular mass like a 
continuous wall of the urban castle. 
Wk 藝 — 
mKBSm 7 1 ^ ^ i i i i i L t ： 
Podium Tower Type (1980-): 
Point block residential buildings with lifts and 
set back against the building line, give a totally 
new 3门d alien type to the once continuous 
urban fabric. Sufficient open space as 
governed by Building Regulations contrasts the 
high density tower from the past. 
_ Im 
P H Y S I C A L C O N D I T I O N S 
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M ^ H ' r e d e v e l o p e r 
Skyline: 
The skyline of the district Is shaped by 
^ various add-on elements such as roof-top 
‘、••• anTemLe^' overhangs , s igns and 
一 n 
pa Report. Hong Kong University. 1996) in the distr ict 
^ ‘ r T ^ j S ^ ^ W K ^ K m living in a very cramped and insanitary 
J W B ^ m M ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ conditions. The cage men are located mostly 
I I I I I M m ^ ^ B l ^ around the Sham Shui Po Market MTR station 
and the Sham Shui Po Market. And are typical 
reluctant to move far away for their existing 
lodgings or known sources of employment and 
Activities are unwilling or unable to bear transport costs. 
= 二 。 = 二 s p ; - = 二 二 r 。 f street sleepers in 
Shui Po MTR station and the markets. 
S g g ^ ^ r f ^ 伊 " • I j Many of the buildings in the older industrial 
area of Lai Chi Kok cannot cope with modern 
manufacturing operations, particularly in 
^ s i ^ ^ ^ ^ H L j I i i J i B S S ^ i i relation to traffic. Problems include insufficient 
loading/ unloading areas, and limited provision 
People hang around Ap l i u St. “ ‘ m k 丨 S ^ ^ J y ^ 
m m 
M H W ^ ^ l l ! : ) 潮 E l e v a t i o n : 
Vehicles are p a r k e r f ^ ^ ^ 二 厂 丨 卜 ㊀ continuous urban wall are 
filled with cages, air-conditioners and 
scaffoldings. 
E X I S T I N G S T A T E 
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I 门 come 
Design Implications 
The average monthly household income of the • t h p hinh . 
study area, as reported in the By-Census is T residential densities and 
consistently lower than for the Territory as a overcrowded living conditions expresses 
whole. 57.18 % of households in the area earn need for urban renewal, 
less than HK$5,000 per month compared to • TK . . 
48.05 % for the Territory and 3 45 % of the The age structure of the area reflects the 
area household s earn over HK$ 15 000 per 丨门 addressing any shortfal ls in open 
month compared to 8.28 % for the Temtory. t^e^elL^rlT facilit ies which cater for 
The greatest concentration of employment in • Presence of the street sleeper and 
the area is in manufacturing at 59 32% of total cage men , combined with the low 
employment, followed by wholesale and retail average household income, means that 
employment at 28.61%. renewal should aim to provide at 
least some low-cost housing and hostel 
accommodation in redevelopment 
Population schemes. 
The population in Sham Shui Po District is • \ number of manufacturing 
around 488220 according to the census in establishments can be found in the area 
1991. Population densities are high throughout reflecting proximity to a pool of labor, 
the whole district with the highest likely to be 厂®门ts and a strategic road network, 
concentrated in the blocks constructed durina I • (hese establishments are 
the period 1956 - 1966. The majority of the insufficient for modern industrial 
population is concentrated in the older private requirements and are also polluting, 
residential areas of Sham Shui Po and Cheuna Kedevelopment schemes for industrial 
Sha Wan with the remainder of the population ， 1 couW therefore be of benefit to 
either in neighboring public rental estates or in t industrialists and the community. The 
the cottage area at Butterfly Valley Road |3emand for industrial buildings in this 
location is likely to increase when the 
airport is relocated to Chek Lap Kok, new 
strategic transport links are built and the 
West Kowloon Reclamation is formed. 
• Parking and servicing largely takes place 
on street and as a result, road space is 
lost. Besides, a number of streets are 
taken up by hawkers and cause both 
access and traffic circulation problems. 
Therefore, road-widening, installation of 
service system and a grade-separated 
pedestrian system may be required for a 
long run. 
E X I S T I N G S T A T E — 
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1.3 The Project • 
丁his is a joint research project with the 
of Mechanical Engineering of the 
H.K. Polytechnic U. The final achievement is 
proposed to be a research program which 
maximize the possibilities of the application of 
mechanical technology in human dwelling and 
social interaction. Because of its implied value 广 ） 
in redevelopment project, the research funding 
is provided by the Land Development \ 
Corporation. The final research program | Fund 
would be tendered out for research-oriented 
engineering firm for continue studying and Department of Mechanical ^ ； J 丨。 
visualization of the project. Schlumberger is Engineering of Poly U. • . 
one of the target firms. _ _ « _ _ _ J 
> < I 
It is expected that the final product -- the 丨 program 
machine will act like a kind of building products ^ 
like air-conditioner, available in the market. Schlumberger 
Diagram showing Project Organization 
l i i i M r ^ t e ^ 
. J p t r o 1 Cambridge Research Ltd. for Schlumberger by Michael Hopkins. 
(Photo, from David Jenkins. Architecture in Detail -
Schlumberger Cambridge Research Centre. Phaidon Press 
Limited. 1993) . 
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1.3.2 Finance of Project 
丁he financial support of the project is solely by 
the Land Development Corporation. • r - — _ 
The Land Development Corporation was i f i E l 
established by Government in 1987. The aim 
of the LDC is to identify and revitalize to their B j l S y i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M i ^ f f f ^ H y 
full potential areas where urban renewal is ^ f i m l i E M B P l H E - ^ P ^ j f l H E 
required, while at the same time ensuring that ' ^ ^ ^ j y ^ P f P E T ^ j ^ B B M ^ M i j 
those affected by urban renewal are treated in I M H S ^ S i i g l ^ ^ S ^ t i ^ S 
a fair and equitable manner with respect to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ P f l K m s B S ^ M 
compensation and option of alternative ! flnH I \ M W - ^ 
—。— H f f f l 
In pursuing its aims and purposes, the W ^ R B W ^ ^ ^ K ' W ^ f W ^ U ^ 
Corporation is required to conduct its business T . i ^ ： ? J M B t I 
along commercial principles. However, as the 〜 • m W t ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^： 
main objective is urban renewal so, . . . ^ ^ 
financial viability is not the sole 公 溶 知 M l 
consideration. With the approval of the 」 .•. 
Financial Secretary, the LDC may embf rk ^ ^ s hang around 
on projects which are unlikely to be 
profitable but which are regarded as 
socially desirable. These can be financed 
二 =「:「。行tSj gene ra ted by the other more 冬 、 • 丄 
i T t Z T l e resources m a T b e 
ach ieved . (Information based on the Publication from I l ^ ^ f e l ^ 一 。 〜 「 幽 " j ； ^ 
Land Development Corporation) 震 | ， 场 
U s e - l e I 
The potantial users can be revealed from the 1 S f e f M ^ f i ^ i S S 
content of the proposed project. As the 腿 
proposed project would involve the B ^ f i l ^ ^ S f / ^ K ^ ^ l i i f f l 
redevelopment of old residential district. The Customers go shopping 
users can be categorized into 2 groups—the 
primary users (everyday users) and the 
secondary users.(occasional users) The 
pj^mary users ranged from the residents, — 
二 二 = = 二 ： 
customers of the shops and hawker, the ^ ^ H S K 躲 S S S t ^ ^ B m 
tour ist and the delivery workers. 
Loading and unloading by delivery wbrker 
E X I S T I N G S T A T E 一 
1-4 Constraints T e d e v /丨 P。二 
P l a n n i n g R e s t r i c t i o n & 
C o d e s f r o m G o v e r n m e n t 
Outline Zoning Plan 
The site area is covered by Outline Zoning 
Plan S/K5/6. The vast majority of the area 
is zoned either R(A) or I, for industry. Very 
nttle open space is zoned on the OZP 
other than that already existing, reflecting 
the difficulty in introducing open space to 
existing built-up areas. ‘ 
Plot Ratio 
The current Plot Ratio is 6.8 and the newly 
proposed Plot Ratio from the Land 
Development Corporation is 10. 
Height Restriction 
The captioned site is under the effective 
area of Airport Height Restrictions, and the 
height is restricted to 51m PD now. 
However, after the removal of the Kai 
Tak Airport, the height l imit would be 
released. 
Bui lding Control 
The Building Ordinance and its susidery 
regulations from the Building Authority 
control the design and construction of the 
buildings. So, all the issues concerning 
buildings like Fire, Light, Ventilation and 
etc. Should be addressed. 
However, the main objective of the 
Building Ordinance is to provide for the 
planning, design and construction of 
buildings and associated works, and to 
make provision for me rendering safe of 
dangerous buildings and land, and finally 
to make provision for matters connected • 
therewith. Therefore if is viable to discuss 
with Building Authority on certain 
regulations based on specific situations 
E X I S T I N G S T A T E 
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1-5 Problems and Opportunities 
Hong Kong is famous for its commercial, financial and tourist industry in the world However 
she IS also featured by the highly congested and badly-conditioned living environment It is 
therefore important to make it a better place for living and working by redeveloping t h e o t e 
parts of the urban areas and not allowing such areas to become more dilapidated 
f urr二ntly’ the urban redevelopment is mainly carried out by Land Development Corporation 
〒“extremely slow due to the difficulties in acquiring land from the existing 
residents^ One of the reasons is that they demand to be able to stay at the same district after 
they left their home. But practically, it is very difficult to provide such vacancies. 
【or thesmall private developers who are interested to develop 1 or 2 pencil towers within a 
block, the result is a fragmented street block like the current situation. 
The derive of Space Redeveloper is to provide a gradual process for redevelopment with 
minimal nuisances created for the residents. It can also help to provide the insufficiency of the 
society and upgrade the living quality of people, for instance, the new provision of elevator for 
peop e v.ng in the old tenement building. It is designed as a system of options for the owner 
to select within the envelop, so it is composed differently 叩on different situations. 
膽 
[ . f : 編 , 里 ^ Q H P , 
A n addit ion o f an service tower to an old b u i l d i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(Photo, from Colin Amtry. Architecture, Industry & Innovation- the Early Work of 
Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners. Phaidon Press Limited (London). 1995) 
F U T U R E S T A T E 
2.0 FUTURE STATE ^ ^ d c y c i V p l ' 
2-1 Mission m ;。。• ^ 
M i s s i o n S t a t e m e n t 
deve ly an urban renewal machine which 
c^n maintain and upgrade the living quality of 
the res丨dents in the old urban fabric while 
mmim丨zmg the nuisances during the process. 
2-2 Issues and Goals 
丨灿HS I GOALS • ~ R SUB-GOALS J 
residents ⑴ ease the household tasks, for 
instance, the removal of rubbish the 
3 。 二 ： — • S S S I : — 
S S C E i F 二 . ； 二 二 ： = = 
I. number of parking spaces 
purpose. to ease the maintenance tasks, for 
instance’ the cleaning of external wall 
and the repair of pipes. 
• yarious services should be centralized 
for easy maintenance. 
the owners- 「es丨dents and for change according to the growth of 
’ family through specially designed wall 
system. 
' N u m b e r of residential units and the 
extent of redevelopment can be 
changed according to decision of owner 
safety of the workers dudnTthe 二 ^ ^ c e d 丨n certain construction and 
construction process r^a丨ntenan^e processes, for example. 
. the scaffolding work and the 
H) System of standard modules and maintenance of underground pipes, 
prefabrication should be used to 
speed up the on-site process. 
. 卜 ， • 二 ： ， . d e v e l o p m e n t 
building- g procedure should be introduced which 
, would cater for the care of neighboring 
buildings.' 
* Preservation should be proceeded on 
buildings with high historical value for 
instance, the Chinese temple. 
• Maximum number of residents should 
be able to remain at the same area 
I _ _ J during the redevelopment process. 
F U T U R E S T A T E 
s p a c e 
• r e d e v e i o p e r 2.3 Summaries 
2.3.1 Schedule of Activi t ies 
t广 e 丨s a general summary of the major activities within the site in a normal day The data 
g e t ndarv"y site. The classification is by defining the use.s activities into " p n ^ J - and 
H 7 er IS one who would take part in the activities of the site everyday for 
二 “ = t = 。 n 一 ” user is the one w.o 一 take - Into t h e U ; / 二 
Primary Users: | Daily l i v i n g ‘ 
• ： “ 々 “ 二 
Selling of different products by hawkers and shops 
Secondary Users: . By-passing to other places 
Buying different products from hawkers or shops 
Eating and Drinking 
Leisure walking 
Tourist cruising 一 ‘ 一 
Visit the Chinese Temple “ 
Loading and Unloading products 
2.3.2 Schedule of Accommodat ion 
Description Gross Floor Area (sq.m) I Remarks : 
； ' - ‘ ‘ . ‘ 
Residential = sq.m Hgure based on the proposal of a redevelopment 
、•^ ax.) project from LDC at the adjacent site 
— P.R. : 10 
tail 5,000 sq.m Figure based on the proposal of a redevelopment 
project from LDC at the adjacent site. 
o T e Z T L f e r “卜丨gure based on the proposal of a redevelopment 
(Interior Space) project from LDC at the adjacent site. 
Open Space 6.000 sq.m Figure based on the standard provision of open 
space from Planning Department. 
Chinese Temple 300 sq.m. The current temple w.ll be preserved and the area is 
kept the same. , 
C — g 1875 sq.m. ‘ Figure based on the standard provision of parking 
space from Planning Department. 
F U T U R E S T A T E 
2.4 Conclusions . r e d e v e I ^p ^ r 
C o n c e p t S t u d i e s 
C o n c e p t 1 C o n t e x t u a l E a r t h 
The main concept is to free up the ground plane for the contextual growth. 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
An lar〒 scale mechanical handling device would move form one side of the block to thP nth針 TK. 
g r o = 丨 n i n g " " facilities, while the ground plane is entire for .he exisUng con.eTua! 
O r g a n i z a t i o n 
Towers and vertical shaft: Qualitative functions 
Street Deck: Qualitative functions 
B H R ^ ^ S I O l r t T — 
. • I 
R n n n n n , 
EXISTING S T A T E 
s p a c e 
r e d e v e l o p e r 
C o n c e p t 2 L i f e S u p p o r t i n g S k y 
IxTst ingfabric ' '^ ' ' ' superimpose a new roof containing all necessa^ technical installations for the 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
b _ i n g s in a block would be protected by a new roof deck which contains all the 
「echan丨c^ l equipment for the running of the existing buildings and the newly built env' o L e n t in 
s v l r e r f T e e f ^ h ^ ， e x i s t i n g fabric. The mechanical equipment would includes the a i ~ i o n g 
Z f J ^ n Vi? devi^二 maintenance machines, etc.. so it is like a life supporting system for the ZTL^h?^ f in-between space can be developed to provide community space for the 
res丨dents and the roof would response to the climate and informational environment for the district. 
P r o c e s s 
As the mechani^l handling device moves form one side of the block to another, vertical supports and 
二 二 w二d be built, and a f te歸ds , the roof deck would be built to cover the who ^area The 
vertical connectors is important to provide tracks for the moving of the various technical equipment： 
画 
睡 ^ ^ 
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C o n c e p t D e v e l o p m e n t 
y A J \ Z Z R e s i d e n t i a l U n i t s 
※ ^ ^ 么 
I 
/V V W / Y E x i s t i n g F a b r i c 
队 z 
l T a l e ' ^ 1 T o T ^ the volumetric and spatial relationship between different components. 
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r e d e v e l o p e r Mechanical tower system is used in providing additional parking spaces. 
a ^ ^ . 
I J t — j 
I I 11 I I -
Plan scale 1:100 
r — „ - 1 
I _ k f ^ ^ n n r ' ： " 
V : ： V 
s o H 
广 ^ y 实 ： 一 
H u i i i B H i I H H H ^ I m ^ I • 
S e c t i o n scale 1:100 
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Plan of a s e c t i o n of e x i s t i n g site scale 1:200 
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_ w 
Diagram showing the process of transformation 
二 e actual process of transformation, the whole machine would work like a jumping crane in which 
the machine would prov.de the jumping frame for growth. It consists a ser es of platform ^ ^ he 
construction of the metal frame within itself. So, it would move as the new building grows. 
EL-L ^ 
^ 、 〜 、 』 ‘ -
fas V V V V v / y v s / y 
： 一 I 
..1一，. - 4 = = . 
E l e v a t i o n of the "machine scale 1:500 
F U T U R E S T A T E ^ _ 
s p a c e 
r e d e v e l o p e r 
the 她 met,c relationship _ t,e ^surrounding setting. 
F U T U R E S T A T E 一 • 
s p a c e r e d e v e i o p e r 
F 々 、 O 
1 O 
I \ ™ 
！ ^ 
I ^ 丨  
( 9 i r I 
I 
I ： 
I r • 
^ I _ _ ^ 
Diagram showing the layering of community space 
Perspectives showing the linkage of community areas from different b l ^ s 
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~ ' ^ j L ^ f ^ Plug-in Residential Unit 
B ^ p H i i i l l i i i 
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A/evv Residential Units created by the Space Redeveloper. Scale 1:200 
Sec—。fthe machine showing the construction process of the new housing units. Scale 1:500 
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Diagram showing the distribution of building services into different zones. 
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Plan showing the integration of the Space Redeveloper into the existing site. Scale 1:200 
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门 
^ - t - m ~ M - t - r V 
D/agram showing the distribution of newly imposed vertical circulation. 
隨 删 t configuration can be applied to different situations based on the site. Scale 1:100 
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3.1 Case S t u d i e s 
3.1.1 Escalator at the mid-
level of Hong Kong -
Archi tectural Services 
Department 
Project Descript ion: Information gathered: 
The escalator system of mid-level is 3 ways are used to collect information for 
chosen because the nature of its the research, 
installation is like an analog to my 
proposed project. The superimposition of 1. Site Observation 
the mechanical system onto the urban • Pattern of activity 
fabric in order to solve an specific problem • Physical Setting 
adopts the same approach as the • Environment and context 
proposed space developer on the city. 
2. Government Department 
The characteristics of Central is as follows: • Past and future planning strategy 
• Development history 
• Central is considered as one of the 眷 Management 
most historic district in Hongkong. It 
reflects the development of the city 3. Books and magazines 
along the time. 
• It includes different land use in one 
district and mixed land use is one of 
the prominent characteristics in 
Hongkong. 
• It has very high density within an 
limited area 
• Hongkong is known as an international 
city and the culture is eclectic. It is 
being affected by many sources like 
the British, American, Japan and 
Chinese. Central, with a mix of 
buildings and activity, can fully 
demonstrate the character of it. 
： A P P E N D I X 
‘ s p a c e 
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Pros: I m p r o v e m e n t : 
• Connect different levels along the • 她 t。the planning of 
slope of the district redevelopment of the old district 
• Promote tourism • =3门「门匕 ％丨出出® other open spaces 
• Provide sitting-out areas as by-product • POMLLH “、“ - . . . 
• Provide 2nd-level pedestrian shnwinfth H，c「ipt;ye boards 
circulation showing the history and event along 
• Maximize utilization of space, every • J _ s t s 
part of the system is fully utilized H i l l / . . ？，w丨出 areas for 
• The system is easily accessible form f Mties such as 
different levels exhibitions, recreation, performance, 
etc. can be created. 
Intrude privacy of surrounding 
• Leave dark space underneath 
Lower the living condition of the m U g J ^ ^ j y ^ 臂 聊 
surrounding buildings, e.g. air and light ffiSHH^^M^^ Z 
• Leave narrow space to the 
surrounding buildings ^ H ^ B H ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ： l | 
• 已ad balance betwee门 the activity of H . 
upper level and ground level I 
• Bad spatial proportion is created w ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ B S ^ T m 
because of the compromise of the K ^ ^ ^ ^ H a H V 
space required and space available ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H H V ， 
narrow space to the surrounding buildings '' 
Design Features: 
• Use translucent glass panels to ^ i i i i i m i i _ _ 
「educe the intrusion of privacy 
Use different type of machines to suit 
the appropriate slope 
Use different kind of circulation system 
for different space available -• ^ 
• Adequate lighting is provided by ^ ^ ^ ^ B B ^ K ^ m 
florescent tubes and translucent j H H 
skylight 
• View is maximized by using an open ^ ^ H B I ^ I ^ H i l ^ l ^ ^ H I 
design except in case of too close to ^ ^ ^ B i ^ P I M ^ B I f y f f l ^ B 
the surrounding settings. So, people ^ ^ H S H S ^ H S W ^ ^ H 
can keep knowing where they are. ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ S ^ M ^ I ^ ^ ^ H ^ H 
• The whole system is sheltered form 
as the whole roof of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H ^ H H ^ I 
translucent glass 
house effect is occurred in , 
A P P E N D I X ； • —— 
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3.1.2 Service Tower at 
London, U.K.-
Nick. Grimshaw 丨 
Project Descript ion: / 
International Student Club (Church of I ] / T T I 
r 
The rear courtyards of a block of Victoria门 ^ ^ 
houses in Sussex Gardens, London. 
Brief： Fig. 3.1 P lan. 
To convert six Victorian houses listed as 
being of historic and architectural value 
into student accommodation. The existing 丨 I 
buildigs were to be utilised to provide the I j U s s ^ 
maximum number of study bedroom. 
Concept: 
To obviate the need for major structural J J 
alternations involving a new network of | j n ' 
piping, the idea of providing an I I '—— 
i n d e p e n d e n t s e r v i c e t o w e r in t h e r e a r J | J L _ J ® n : | 1 | | 
courtyard was put forward. The tower took — J f | 
the form of a central structural core which | ] l | ® y i J 3 u l J I | 
also act as a service duct. The bathrooms ！ [ 
surrounded this core and in turn were 111 ——1 | 
surrounded by a helical ramp. Students H ^ ^ f f i i I r f | 
could enter at any level and move up and _ I S f c S ^ 
down til they found a vacant bathroom. J 
This gave an even distribution of utilities l U ^ ^ ® ! t 
W a B H 
A steel helical ramp around a steel core. 、iS • ' ^ ^ f f i i 一 I i 
The core was constructed in a similar way | 画 | l i f f l i i L Q U i 
to a tower crane with the cantilevered ! ' f f l ^ M ^ ^ ^ y 
ramp being supported by steel beams \ \ \ M 
which radiated from the core and were H F ^ ] 
futher supported by diagonal "hangers". 丨 們 | ~ | | S i V t ^ l U l l l 
Clustered around the core were 30 1' 1| ^ ^ ‘ ' 
prefabricated glass reinforced plastic j || | 
bathroom pods. The ramp was enclosed 
with a continuous glazed screen. This F S Z ^ f f l l 
concentrated stacking of prefabricated ？S 
facilities resulted in a rapidly installed and I i | | 
.easi ly maintained system. | 山 
Fig. 3.2 Section 
(Dwg. from Colin Amery. Architecture, Industry & 
Innovation - the Early Work of Nicholas Grimshaw & 
Partners. Phaidon Press Limited (London). 1995 
： A P P E N D I X 
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Pros: Cons-
• Service areas are centralized for easy • sen<;p nf . 
maintainance f nse of too cold is evoked on the 
• Alternations are minimized on the . •」 
existing historic building A c^saster would occur if there is any 
• On-site construction time is shortened • 
as all the toliet pods are prefabricated e of belonging is arised. 
in factory. 
• Repairing, remodelling and removal 
for the whole system is easy. 
• Communal use of the facilities is 
SHp 
Fig. 3.3 E x t e r i o r ^ e w * " " ^ * ' * " " " " " * " ’ ^ ^ ^ H I ^ ^ I ^ H ^ H H 
(Photo, from Colin Amery. Architecture, Industry & 
• - the Early Work of Nicholas Grimsha.. & 
…tners . Phaidon Press Limited (London). 1995) Comments： 
Use materials and motif relevant to the 
existing building and context may create a 
sense of intimate to the users. 
A P P E N D I X — 
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3.2 Daily Examples 
Thousands of mechanical units are actually operating among the world everyday, but their usage is 
u二ua』y 丨丨mited to certain specific areas in which no attention from the pu J is a roserOne o f the 




• h ^ ^ ^ c r a n e ；; 
A P P E N D I X “ ： 
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工纏 
丽kplatform special t u n n S ； ^ ^ ^ ^ 
“ ’ 元 一 ’ 二 三 種 I T ^ ： ^ 
bridge inspection equipment 一 二《 曰二 
i m 
TRAILER hydrodemolitio门 equipment of MTR 
A P P E N D I X — m m • 
gantry gantry work as crane 
M m 
paver ^ ^ ^ road paver 〜-
super-crane c S ^ u i l " ' '丨丨丨•丨丨®^^ 
： A P P E N D I X 
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3.3 Precedents Studies 
H i s t o r i c P r e c e d e n t s In 1940. Fuller designed the -Mechanical Wing” This 
… . ； a capsule containing a fully fitted kitchen 
bathroom and generator, that could be towed behind a 
Z r ^ l into a remote tent or cabin. His later 
二 t ； 二 d in thousands to be use. by 
The idea of the effective management of machine 
f ^ ^ l ^ ^ M ^ i i P ^ j^odyct丨jjn as an aid to human existence in terms of 
i me dwelling began to attract the interest of designers 
、 | n the early twentieth century. Le C o r b u s i e r was 
^ IRrt^^-^：：：^?^! involved with the automobile and airplane company in 
^ ^ ^ ^ • I ^ B B H V M H B H I the design of factory-built houses. In L'Esprit Nouveau 
he stated that it was impossible to wait on the slow 
W K / I ^ B m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B / ^ B ^ ^ the efforts of excavation 
mason, carpenter, joiner, tiler, plumber.... house must 
f up all in one piece, made by machine tools in 
Fig. 3.4 Fuller's mechanical wing ^！^。；?"，assembled as Ford assembles cars o. on 
(dwg. From McHale, John.凡 Buc^inister Fuller. George Braziller 9 ^nveyor belts. 
(New York). 1962.) 
^ater Gropius belie-ed that more, better and cheaper 
houses could be built by utilizing industrialized 
process. He was involved with Konrad Wachsmann in 
an effort to manufacture a prefabricated paneled house 
by the General Panel Corporation of California in the 
1940s. This project, like Fuller's Wichita House was an 
attempt to utilize the latest technological manufacturing 
capatMlity during the Second World War to fill the 
dramatic need for new housing. 
Otto is best known for the dramatic cable-net 
structures that he devised for the German Pavilion at 
Montreal Expo, 67 and the Olympic Games in 1980 
however, his work also extends to fabric tent systems' 
pneumatic structures and lattice domes. ’ 
In 1928, Buckminster saw the building industry as an f ^ h W T , 、， i l ^ r ^ 
outdated wasteful series of unrelated processes that v\a . < n t . ' . 
produced expensive products in an inefficient man二 p^ “ ？斤 3.5 Otto s tentile structure 
His f i rs t a t t e m p t to addr^J hc^^Jnn i n . ^^oto. from Kronenburg, Robert. House in Motion - The Genesis, 
w a s V^th H n 丨 I f A ^ h 卞 ！ ! a ^design i s s u e History and Development of the Portable Building. Academy i 
was witn uymax House. Although the house never Editions (London). 1995 ^ ^ 
went beyond a design idea, its publicity brought Fuller I 
into the public eye and led to invitations to contribute to 
more "futuristic" project. 
I 
I 
. : . . . . - i 
A P P E N D I X ； — 
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The Archlgram group was formed in late 1960 by a" . r e d e v e l o p e r 
group of recently graduated students as a reaction to 产 T ^ ^ S T ^ ^ ^ I T ^ \ 
the boredom and obviousness of post-war English f | foX 麟 \ 
office blocks and local authority housing. The first 卜二;4 
project was a series of ideas around the concept of ‘ ‘ 了 
plug-in architecture, beginning with the cabin housing ~ f 
of 1962, which placed removable house elements into • f-
a concrete megastructure, and culminating with plug-in \ 
city of 1964. In plug-in city, all the elements that make \ 
a building work were expressed in their full \ | 
recognizable shape and celebrated as kinetic 
components that added to the movement and interest 
of the building. V 
_ Fig. 3.8 Project 001 Cabin 380 by Future System 
Ki^fy^-X?^,^ From Pawley, Martin. Future System - The Story of 
i 齊 : i Tomorrow. Phaidon Press Limited (London). 1993) 
鐘 
Fig. 3.6 Plug-in City 
/Another project—walking city, created by Ron herron in 
1964, emerged in pictorial form only as an impressive 
collaged image of a giant buildings with robotic 
characteristics strolling the world on telescopic legs. 
H B ^ x i E B I Future System believes that borrowing technology 
developed from structures designed to travel across 
^ ^ • B ^ ^ ^ j S B W L ^ M ^ ^ ^ H land, water, air or vacuum can help to give energy to 
• • • • K ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ l K i f l l H B f l l the spirit of architecture by introducing a new 
Fig. 3.7 Walking City generation of buildings which are efficient, versatile 
and exciting. 
• 
In 1972. Price created a framework that incorporated 丨 . ^ , . . , 
only a few fixed elements. Arranged within this was a Lebbeus Woods aim is the creation of a suitable 
series of small-scale cell type units with a high degree architecture to accentuate the freedom of the 
of servicing. These room-sized components made II! 丨^ual. His design principles are based on his belief 
from standard constructional systems' and architecture should be created for the individual 
commercially available units, were able to relocated at 出 a n y restrictions applied by the group are 
short notice with minimum effort by using a built-in full ^ 1 口曰！ and undesirable. In the free-zone projects for 
span traveling crane. , belin in 1990, mterventions are made into existing city 
structures that provide new, alternative spaces for the 
individual that overtly break with the tradition of the city 
• 
r ~ • 
： A P P E N D I X ~ ~ 
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L o c a l P r e c e d e n t s r e d e v e l o p e r 
Temporary works are an important part of the ： . 
cj^nstructy process. And yet. it has a critical effect on 敏 s 
the speed, safety and quality as well as the profitability / 
t i l Pr 巧 ct Th^hmost obvious form of temporary works 
that relate o th.s project is the portable site office g 毫 g 、 , - - f 〈 辆 
which enables the work to be supervised on site. In 均〜 1 
many cases, this extends to on site workshops for the " | 广 ？ ^ ^ 
creatior^ and preparation of componen ts and materials : ’ 驾 茂 ; : f 二-、： 
assoc^ed with completion of the project. Scaffolding 離 丨 喊 簾 
IS another common form of temporary works that have 4 、： 
much greater ambition in terms of portable structure. 红： - ~ - / / ^V.-： ； V :八）二 
广 e construction of Hong Kong's new airport in Chek 〜 / V \ : : : 
^ap Kok involves the prefabrication of specially- © ¥ • _ 〜 , / . , I 公？ 
，s i gned building machines which can fulfill the unique ， - V / 、 > ‘ ’ 、 、 • 、 \ 乂、 
…nctio? involved. It can provide precedents on the . - / . 
specially-designed machine for specific purposes. 二 丨 : 、 飞 、 、 ‘ 
_ _ 
(Information from Airport Authority Hong K o n g . A ^ ^ . May 1996.) 
… . . ： 广 
- . — 、 
」 、 • M I I I I M L ^ ' n\ I nri - -
麵 ： 今 - 继 ， 
Multi-Wheel trailers that deliver roofn^o^es f ^ n ^ i S — ^ S S ^ a S S l s i t r ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- A P P E N D I X ‘ — 
“ ‘ ' • ^ J i i J M M U M ^ ^ 
Another precedents would be the large 
mechanical handling devices of the Kwai Chung 
container terminal. It is the world's busiest U P ^ W I W ^ k j f ^ ^ m 
container port, handled about 12.6 million 20 foot ：-|\ 
equivalent units(TEUs) In 1995. The efficient r \ L i ^ 、 • ^ 二 约 
management of the large scale containers can 
—'———iH 
I I 
Details of Spreader • B H I 1 
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3.4 Site Scenarios 
A Daily Cycle of Street Activity along Apliu 
Street: 
5:00am Few Hawkers are ^ ^ S ^ S S a H 
opened on selling the — ‘ ： ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
old household tools 
7:00am Hot food hawker and . ^ H ^ ^ ^ H 
restaurants are opened a i S t - . ' 
for se l l ing breakfas t In early morning, only few shops selling old 
products are opened. 
9:00am Food hawkers are 
closed 
10:00am Hawkers selling 
electronic products are ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
IZT along A _ 
4:00pm Hot food hawkers 
reopened for selling 
food. A t the middle o f the day, hawkers selling various 
products are all opened. 
7:00pm Hot food hawker are 
closed and fresh food 
store keep running 
8:00pm Stores selling electronic ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
products are 
9:00pm All stores are closed 
At evening, the whole street is crowded with 
people after work. 
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3.5 Definit ions 
Interpretations closed universe, so it is generally not very 
flexible, but very efficient. 
Portable Building^ 
They can be transported whole and intact. 
They may include the method for transport Open System? 
within their own structure (wheels, hull) and It utilizes a combination of separately 
can be towed or carried. prefabricated elements, each selected 
because of its capacity to serve a specific 
Relocatable Building^ function. The basic concept is greater flexibility 
They are transported in parts but are for adapting to varying site conditions, 
assembled at the site almost instantly into functional requirements, and the changed 
usable built form. These are almost always incurred by time. To accept changes easily, 
carried but in a few limited cases may have these structures are designed on the principle 
part of their transportation system incorporated of modularism, defined by Alvin Toffler as, "the 
into their structure. The main advantages of attempt to lend whole structures greater 
this type is that it can provide space almost as permanence at the cost of making their 
quickly as the portable building without the substructures less permanent.” Thus, projects 
restriction in size imposed by transportation. based on an open system begin as a neutral 
field into which a variety of dip-on, plug-in, 
Industrialized Building' snap-on, inflatable, unfoldable, detachable 
丁his term generates images of prefabricated components can be forever rearranged to 
boxes or interlocking planes organized on a adapt to specific needs, 
modular coordination grid. 
For instances, it is well-known that Japanese 
Architechnology^ traditional houses are characterized by the use 
Architecture utilizing industrial technology of wood, the planning on grid, both horizontal 
and vertical, and the post and beam 
Techno-aesthetic' construction. That Japan has a traditional 
This aesthetic emphasis is creating buildings module systems of the utmost importance in 
that look like pieces of technology, rather than relation to the open system, 
buildings that incorporate industrial principles 
into their construction. This is not unlike the “ Mixed-systems Architecture' 
experience makers" of the automobile 3nd By mixing the traditional construction 
electronics industries who increase the number techniques with industrialized, interchangeable 
of dials and gadgets on a product to give the components, a mixed system which may be 
user the sense of being master of a complex even more flexible than the open system is 
piece of technology. created. The virtue of a mixed-system is that-
the architect is no longer restricted to one 
Closed System® technology, but can aggregate, synthesize, 
It emphasizes economy, rationality, and limited and amalgamate elements of technology from 
interchangeability of parts. It may offer some a broad, industrial base, 
variety in the planning stage, but once the 
layout is agreed to. the prefabricated pieces Building Prefabrication' 
are interlocked into a closed unit. As they The contemporary basis for the use of 
accept only parts predesigned to fit into their prefabrication systems in construction is 
greater economy, speed of erection, a higher 
quality of product due to factory manufacture 
,Adapted from Kronenburg. Rob.n. House m Morion- ^ reduc t ion in ski l led labor at the site. In 
The Genesis, History and Development of the Portable o rder to be wor thwh i le it therefore requi res a 
Building. Academy Editions (London). 1995. large deg ree of cont inui ty , repet i t ive use of 
2 Adapted from Kronenburg, Robert. House in Motion - ind iv idual componen t s , assembl ies and 
77;e Genesis, History and Development of the Portable u l t imately , bu i ld ing fo rms. 
Building. Academy Editions (London). 1995. 
Adapted from Carlo Testa. The Industrialization of 
Building. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 
、 ‘Adapted from Carlo Testa. The Industrialization of 7 Adapted from Carlo Testa. The Industrialization of 
Building. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. Building. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 
I Adapted from Carlo Testa The Industrialization of ® Adapted from Carlo Testa The Industrialization of 
f mW/ng. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. Building. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 
Adapted from Carlo Testa The Industrialization of 9 Adapted from Carlo Testa. The Industrialization of 
V如 Nostrand Reinhold Company. Building. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 
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